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Adrian Galysh - Critically acclaimed west coast guitar player and session 
musician has made a name for himself in the most prominent guitar circles, 
mostly for his tasteful, melodic instrumental songwriting style. Rock guitarist 
Adrian Galysh’s new release INTO THE BLUE is a departure from his 
previous instrumental and prog-inspired efforts and includes nine blues-rock 
tracks drawing heavily form his 70’s era influences. Adrian shares vocal 
duties with award winning vocalist Kacee Clanton, who is known for her 
soulful work with Joe Cocker, Luis Miguel, Beth Hart, as well as Janis 
Joplin’s band, Big Brother and The Holding Company.  

While INTO THE BLUE is an all vocal blues-rock affair, fans of Galysh’s 
guitar-centric style will certainly enjoy this very guitar driven record, which 
features special guest performances by some heavy weight friends 
including: studio session ace Carl Verheyen (Supertramp) who plays on 
Galysh’s energetic version of the Junior Wells classic “Messin’ With The 
Kid”. Chicken picker Johnny Hiland takes a string and mind- bending guest 
solo on Bobby Blue Bland’s “Further On Up The Road”. 

The album’s rhythm section is rounded out by the stellar and authentic blues 
talents of drummer Joey Heredia (Stevie Wonder, Tribal Tech) and bassist 
Paul Loranger (Eric Sardinas).  

Los Angeles-based guitarist Adrian Galysh is an in-demand solo artist, session 
guitarist, published author, and educator with an illustrious career spanning five 
studio albums.

PR Contact 

Phone: 818-625-1974 

Email: info@adriangalysh.com 

• “Into The Blue” debuts at #1 on the 
iTunes Blues chart. 

• Guitar World Magazine #1 Online 
Lesson Columnist  

• Brian Moore Guitars honors Galysh 
with “Adrian Galysh C90F Signature 
Guitar” 

• Featured in Guitar Player Magazine, 
Oct. 2016 & Feb. 2014 

• Featured interview at Radio-
Memphis.com; “All About Guitar” LA 
Talk Radio; Guitar Radio Show 

• Featured interview at 97.5FM Malibu 
• Guitarist for ex-Scorpions, Uli Jon 

Roth band. 
• Featured in Todo Guitarra Magazine 

(Argentina) 

Website:  www.AdrianGalysh.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/adriangalysh 
YouTube: www.youtube.com/adriangalysh 

	 Twitter: www.twitter.com/adriangalysh 

email:  agalysh@aol.com 

"Speedy finger work, a raucous riff and 

soulful vocals make Adrian Galysh’s single 

'Barstool Monarchy' both bad-ass and 

masterful." - Guitar World







Adrian Galysh  

Rock guitarist Adrian Galysh’s new release INTO THE BLUE is a departure from his 
previous instrumental and prog-inspired efforts and includes nine blues-rock tracks 
drawing heavily form his 70’s era influences. Adrian shares vocal duties with award 
winning vocalist Kacee Clanton, who is known for her soulful work with Joe Cocker, 
Luis Miguel, Beth Hart, as well as Janis Joplin’s band, Big Bother and The Holding 
Company. 

While INTO THE BLUE is an all vocal blues-rock affair, fans of Galysh’s guitar-centric 
style will certainly enjoy this very guitar driven record, which features special guest 
performances by some heavy weight friends including: studio session ace Carl 
Verheyen (Supertramp) who plays on Galysh’s energetic version of the Junior Wells 
classic “Messin’ With The Kid”. Chicken picker Johnny Hiland takes a string and mind-
bending guest solo on Bobby Blue Bland’s “Further On Up The Road”. 

The album’s rhythm section is rounded out by the stellar and authentic blues talents of 
drummer Joey Heredia (Stevie Wonder, Tribal Tech) and bassist Paul Loranger (Eric 
Sardinas).

Galysh admits, “The new album was a challenge to make, as any independent release 
is. But, it’s also the right album to make at this point in my career. The challenge was to 
make gritty, blues inspired songs, that were straight forward in their arrangement, 
sound, and instrumentation, but also offered a variety of styles to keep listener’s 
engaged.”   Galysh adds, “Playing blues guitar needs to be a concise statement and 
requires simple, good tone. I felt like I didn’t want to waste a single phrase. Every solo 
needed to reflect the song’s feel and intent.”  

Guitarist Adrian Galysh is a Los Angeles based solo artist, session musician, 
composer, Guitar World Magazine online lesson columnist, as well as Education 
Coordinator for Guitar Center Lessons. He's the author of the book ‘Progressive 
Guitar Warm-ups and Exercises’. Adrian uses SIT Strings, Seymour Duncan Pickups 
and Effects, Brian Moore Guitars, Voodoo Lab, and Morley Pedals.   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Adrian Galysh
Discography 

Venusian Sunrise: 20th Anniversary Edition - 2018  
Adrian Galysh’s debut album re-recorded and mastered for it’s 20th anniversary. 
 
Into The Blue Jam Tracks - 2017 
Adrian Galysh’s ‘Into the Blue’ blues-rock album sans lead guitar, for your jamming pleasure. 

Into The Blue - 2016 
Adrian Galysh blues-rock album, featuring 9 vocal tracks with searing guitar.

Stripped - 2014 
Collection of Adrian’s best tracks sans lead guitar, for your jamming pleasure. 

Tone Poet - 2013 
Adrian Galysh progressive instrumental and vocal rock album 

Earth Tones - 2008  
Adrian Galysh instrumental rock album 

Bottles, Bullets, and Faith - 2008 
Album by Minnesota 13. Adrian played all guitar parts. Classic hard rock. 

Maggie – 2008 
Movie Soundtrack by Saar Hendelman. Adrian: electric guitars. 

Morristown – 2007 
Movie soundtrack by Wes Hambright. Adrian: acoustic guitar parts. 

Morley Artist Compilation - 2006  
Includes Adrianʼs track, “Black Coffee” previously released on “King Friday” 

King Friday - 2002  
Adrian Galysh instrumental rock album 

Guitarapalooza Volume 2 - 2002  
Compilation CD of instrumental guitar music featuring a cover of “Samba Pa Ti” (Santana) by Adrian Galysh 

Guitarapalooza Volume 1- 2000  
Compilation CD of instrumental guitar music featuring an acoustic composition, “The Walls Inside” by Adrian Galysh 

Dreamed High - 2001  
Album by Jon Cassandra. Adrian Galysh produced and played guitar and keyboards for this singer/ songwriterʼs 
country album 

Venusian Sunrise - 1998  
Debut solo album of textured instrumental guitar music.
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Adrian Galysh 
The Buzz 

"Every once and a while a musician comes along and releases an album that 
truly deserves attention and accolades. In 2013, that musician is guitarist Adrian 
Galysh and the album is Tone Poet." - ClassicRockRevisited.com 

9/10! "This is something different and wonderful, and it should be savored". - 
Power Play Magazine (April 2014) 

"You donʼt even have to be a “guitar guy” to get into this one, you just have to 
have an appreciation for rock music thatʼs on the creative side." - 
HardRockHaven.net 

"Adrian Galysh lives up to the title of this epic body of work: this really is Tone 
Poetry. This is absolutely stunning music, it defies categorization. Lush 
orchestration and beautiful melodies are masterfully arranged, and flawlessly 
performed. While the production is superb, the real gem are the tunes 
themselves." - Winfred Sitte 

"In the daily muddle of music submissions, every once and a while, there comes 
an album that's bright and refreshing, even unexpected. Such is the case with 
guitarist and composer Adrian Galysh's fourth album, Tone Poet. I never heard of 
this fellow before, but he is quite the accomplished and talented musician." - 
DangerDog.com 

"It's remarkably understated for a solo album by a virtuoso guitar player and is 
full of really nice melodic moments and can be rewarding to repeated listens. If 
you have wide musical horizons and enjoy tasteful musicianship then 'Tone Poet' 
is definitely worth a listen." - MetalTalk.net 

“Adrian Galysh is fast becoming the go-to rock soloist in LA. His insane chops 
and over the top songwriting make him a voice to listen for in the instrumental 
guitar scene.”  - Carl Verheyen (session ace/ Supertramp guitarist) 

“A real leap forward in both sound and scope in the world of instrumental rock” 
-20th Century Guitar Magazine 



Adrian Galysh 
"Galysh is a powerhouse electric guitarist and he puts his fretboard finesse and 
compositional strengths to fine use on Earth Tones.” - 20th Century Guitar 

"Adrian Galysh is a West Coast guitar player who is making a name for himself in 
'guitar god' circles, mostly for his tasteful, melodic instrumental songwriting style.” 
- ClassicRockRevisited.com 

"He's still very different to the "guitar god" title, in fact he's beyond that because 
he doesn't rely on flashy fast shredding. He's one of the very few guitarists that 
knows when and where to add his gifted fret work.”  - Prognaut.com 

“The compositions are well thought out, as opposed to just throwing something 
down to shred over. But when itʼs solo time, everything is there as well.” 

- Jennifer Batten (solo artist/guitarist for Michael Jackson and Jeff Beck) 

“Versatility, melody, and chops above an beyond the rest of the pack”  

- Michael Fath (solo artist/ author of numerous instructional guitar books) 

“Adrian is not only a stunning guitarist, but more importantly, an inventive and 
unique songwriter. There is not only great guitar playing in his material, but there 
are actually songs! The combination of the two mixed in with Adrianʼs fiery 
delivery makes for some scary guitar moments that really shine. I love it!” 

- Neil Zaza (solo artist) 

“A virtuoso of modern electric an acoustic guitar techniques”  - 20th Century 
Guitar Magazine 

“Adrian has a direct and powerful approach to his compositions and solos.”  -
Doug Munro (solo artist/ Doug Munro-Will Lee-Will Calhoun/CMG Records) 



Adrian Galysh 
“...Anthem-like guitar instrumentals with melodies worth remembering...When 
Galysh does take off on a quick burst of inspired energy, it is a perfect mesh with 
a sound that takes off from the first few notes and never touches ground again...”  
-Pittsburgh Rock ʻNʼ Roll Reporter 

“Utterly fine, the playing is great and the compositions are 100% worthy... over 
all, a magnificent job.” 
-Mike Keneally (Joe Satriani, Zappa) 

“Venusian Sunrise makes it clear that Adrian Galysh is a significant new arrival 
on the jazz and rock guitar scene.”  - 20th Century Guitar Magazine 

“Amidst the slew of impressive guitar works hitting the shelves these days, 
virtuoso Adrian Galysh manages to distinguish himself among the fret-bending 
masses with a fresh, melodically delightful voice on King Friday.”  
-Progression Magazine 

“I had to come side of stage when [Adrian Galysh] played, and my bass player 
found me there watching. He mentioned he has never seen me do this, which is 
true, I usually don't like even being in the venue before going on stage.... [Adrian 
Galysh] was the only guy that was worth watching as I had never seen [him] play 
before...I was beyond impressed”.  - Graham Bonnet (Rainbow, Alcatrazz, MSG) 
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Brian Moore Custom Shop 

Adrian Galysh Signature

                  Features and Specs:

• Adrian Galysh Signature Headstock 

• Comfort Contoured Mahogany body 

• Spalted Maple top • Satin Finish

• 22 fret Mahogany Neck • 6105 Frets
• Rosewood fingerboard • 25.5" scale, 15" radius

• Matching Headstock • Abalone "M" logo

• Seymour Duncan Pickups

• Floyd Rose Tremelo

• Gold Hardware • Sperzel Locking Tuners

• Available left handed at no extra charge

       C90F Adrian Galysh   $3,695

            Available with synth access    $4,295

iGuitar Workshop - Brian Moore Guitars
290 Main Street - Building #3

Cold Spring NY 10516

sales@iguitarworkshop.com
www.iguitarworkshop.com

845-809-5347

”My guitar is like a paint brush, and I 
want to take the listener on a colorful 
journey. I need to be able to have a large 
pallet of tones to work with. My Brian 
Moore “Adrian Galysh” Signature model 
does this.” - Adrian Galysh




